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Abstract
As data communication rates climb toward ten Gb/s, clock recovery and synchronization become
more di_icult, if not impossible, using conventional electronic circuits. We present in this article
experimental results of a high speed clock and carrier recovery using a novel device called the
photonic oscillator that we recently developed in our laboratory. This device is capable of recovering
clock signals up to 70 GHz. To recover the clock, the incoming data is injected into the photonic
oscillator either through the optical injection port or the electrical injection port. The free running
photonic oscillator is tuned to osciUate at a nominal frequency equal to the clock frequency of the
incoming data. With the injection of the data, the photonic oscillator will be quickly locked to the
to the clock frequency of the data stream white rejecting other frequency components associated
with the data. Consequently, the output of the locked photonic oscillator is a continuous periodical
wave synchronized with the incoming data or simply the recovered clock. We have demonstrated a
clock to spur ratio of more than 60 dB of the recovered clock using this technique. Similar to the
clock recovery, the photonic oscillator can be used to recover a high frequency carrier degraded by
noise and an improvement of about 50 dB in signal.to-noise.r_io was demonstrated.
The photonic oscillator has both electrical and optical inputs and outputs and can be directly
interfaced with a photonic system without signal conversion. In addition to clock and carrier
recovery, the photonic oscillator can also be used for I) stable high frequency clock signal generation,
2) frequency multiplication, 3)square wave and comb frequency generation, and 4) photonic phase
locked loop.
INTRODUCTION
Clock recovery by optically injection-locking a microwave oscillator[ll or a pulsed laser with
an incoming data stream have been demonstrated by many at, thors/2-61 with varied degrees of
success. In this paper, we report a different clock/carrier recovery scheme based on injection
locking a novel photonic osciUatorITI we will refer to as a Light Induced Microwave Oscillator
(LIMO).[8, 91 This oscillator converts continuous light energy into a oectrally pure microwave
signal and can operate up to 75 GHz with phase noise below -140 dBc/Hz at 10 kHz frequency
offset. This scheme can recover a clock or carrier from both optical and electrical data signak:.
Equally important, the recovered clock/carrier is also in both the optical and electrical domains:
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This hybrid nature of the LIMO based device makes interfacing with a photonic transmission
system simple.
The superior performance of the LIMO results from the use of electrooptic and photomc
components which are generally characterized with high efficiency, high speed, low dispersion,
and low loss at RF and microwave frequencies.
The LIMO takes advantage of the high equivalent Q of a long optical delay line to achieve
highly stable narrow linewidth oscillation. Its spectral purity surpasses that of the best crystal
oscillators particularly at high frequencies.
DESCRIPTION
Referring to Figure 1, light from a laser is applied to an E/O modulator, the output of which
is launched into a long optical fiber and detected with a photodetector. The output of the
photodetector is amplified and filtered then fed back to the electrical port of the modulator.
This configuration supports self sustained oscillations, at a frequency determined by the delay
in the optical fiber, modulator bias setting, and the bandpass characteristics of the filter. It also
provides for both electrical and optical inputs and outputs. An analysis of the LIMO, which is
beyond the scope of this paper, was given previously[Sl.
There are two important characteristics of the LIMO for frequency and timing applications.
The phase noise is reduced by increasing the length of the delay line and the phase noise is
independent of frequency. Figures 2(a and b) show the theoretical and measured phase noise,
of the LIMO as a function of the delay in the delay line and Figures 3(a and b) show the
phase noise of the LIMO at different frequencies.
EXPERIMENT
The LIMO can recover a clock or carrier from both optical and electrical signals. Equally
important, the recovered clock or carrier is also in both the optical and electrical domains.
This hybrid nature of the LIMO based device makes interfacing with a photonic communication
system simple.
In the case of clock recovery incoming data is injected into the LIMO either optically or
electrically. The free running LIMO is tuned to oscillate at a nominal frequency close to the
clock or carrier frequency of the incoming signal. With the injection of the incoming signal,
the LIMO will quickly lock to its clock or carrier frequency while rejecting other frequency
components (harmonics and subharmonics) associated with the signal.
Figure 4 shows the experimental setup used to demonstrate 100 MHz and 4.95 GHz clock
recovery. Switches SW-1 and SW-2 are in the _ position for the 100 MHz clock recovery
experiment and in position 'B' for the 4.95 GHz clock recovery experiment. In either experiment:
using switch SW-3, we could choose to look at the LIMO output in the time domain with a
Tektronix 2465B oscilloscope or in the frequency domain with an HP 8562 spectrum analyzer.
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In the 100MHz clock recoveryexperimentwe usedan HP 8080Word Generator Systemto
generatea streamof repetitive64-bitwords at 100Mb/s and we tuned the LIMO to oscillate
near 100MHz. We injectedthe data into the biasport of the E/O modulator througha filter
and a bias T. The 100 MHz filter with a 3 dB bandwidthof 10 MHz was used to reduce
unwantedfrequencycomponentsof the input data. We usedthe first bit of each word to
trigger the oscilloscope'ssweepso the wholeword could be displayed.The HP 8080system's
datapattern canbe selectedto be either return-to-zero(RZ) or non-return-to-zero(NRZ) so
both typesof datawere usedin our experiments.Clock recoveryis independentof the word
chosen,as long as it is balanced. However,for an infinitely long NRZ randomdata stream,
the clock frequencycomponentis zero. In order to recoverthe clock from sucha datastream
a procedureto convertNRZ data format to RZ format is required.l_01
Figure 5 is the oscilloscopedisplay of the experimentalresults in the time domain thai
demonstratedsuccessfulclock recoveryfrom an NRZ datastream. Figure 5ashowsthe input
data,while Figure 5b and Figure 5c showthe recoveredclock. In Figure 5c the time span
was reduced10 times to show the recoveredclock in more detail. In all three figures, the
upper traceis the first bit of the input datausedto trigger the oscilloscope.The fact that the
recoveredclock canbe clearlydisplayedon the oscilloscopewhenthe first bit of data is used
asthe trigger indicatesthat the recoveredclock is synchronizedwith the data.
Whenviewed in the frequencydomainon the spectrumanalyzer,the input data streamhas
somefrequencycomponentsstrongerthan the clock frequency.After clock recoverythe power
of the recoveredclock is more than 62 dB abovethe strongestfrequencycomponentof the
data.
Note that the recoveredclocklevel isalmostindependentof the input signallevel,a featurethat
is desirablefor clock recoveryand is inherent in injection lockedoscillators. Other proposed
high speedclock recoverycircuitsuseautomaticgaincontrol and limiting amplifiersto achieve
constantamplitude.Illl
To extendour clock recoveryexperimentto higher data rateswe simulateda streamof 4.95
Gb/sdataby up convertinga streamof 100Mb/s RZ datausingan RF mixer asshownin Fig.
4 with switchesSW-1and SW-2in the 'B' position. The LIMO usedin theseexperimentswas
constructedusingan electroopticmodulatormade by E-TekDynamics. We useda common
referencesignalfrom a hydrogenmaserto synchronizethe word generatorand an HP 8672A
synthesizedsignalgenerator.The frequencyof the signalgenerator'soutputwaschosento be
4.85GHz and wasusedto up convertthe 100Mb/s RZ data from the word generatorto 4.95
GHz. The signalout of the mixer hasa centerband,an uppersidebandanda lower sideband,
which all containthe data information. We useda filter centeredat 5 GHz with a bandwidth
of 255 MHz to selectonly the upper sideband,which effectivelysimulateda streamof' 4.95
Gb/sRZ data.
Figures6a and 6b show the frequencyspectrumof the data before and after clock recovery
respectively.As expected,the clock frequencywasstronglyamplifiedby the LIMO while other
frequencycomponentsremainedunchanged,resultingin a recoveredclockwith a signal-to-spur
ratio of about 60 dB.
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Although in the demonstrationsthe datawere injectedinto the electricalinjectionport, similar
resultsare expectedif the data are in the optical domainand ar,. injected into the LIMO
through the optical injection port, sincethe data in the optical domainwill be automatically
convertedby the internal photodetectorinto the electricaldomainbefore affectingthe LIMO.
Weestimatethatonly afewmicrowattsof opticalsignalpowerisrequiredto ensureasatisfactory
clock recoveryfor manyapplications.Clockrecoveryvia optical injection is important because
it enablesthe clockof a high-speeddatastreamin a fiber-opticsystemto be directly recovered
without first convertingthe data to electricalpulses.
Similar to clock recovery,a carrierburied in noisecanalsobe recoveredby the LIMO. In the
experiment,we addednoiseto a clean 100MHz test signaland adjustedthe Signal-to-Noise-
Ratio (SNR) until it wasapproximately3 dB in a 100kHz bandwidth. After carrier recovery,
the SNRof the test signalwas improvedmore than 50 dB. Figure 7 is the spectrumanalyzer
displayof the signalbefore and after recovery.The frequencyspanof the spectrumanalyzer
wasset to 10MHz and its resolutionbandwidthwasset to 100kHz.
CONCLUSION
We have demonstrated a novel photonic oscillator with .an operation frequency up to 75 GHz,
limited only by the speed of the E/O modulator used in the LIMO. It can be controlled
and accessed both optically and electronically, making it attractive for easily interfacing with a
complex fiber optic systems. We have demonstrated its use for clock or carrier recovery with
very low phase noise. We have also shown that the LIMO has a number of other attractiv:
properties including output power which is virtually independent of the input power of the
signal to be recovered, fast acquisition time for phase locking, wide tracking range, and wide
frequency tunability.
We thank M. Calhoun of JPL and S. Cao of E-Tek Dynamics for lending us E/O modulators
used in the experiments. This research is carried out by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory under
a contract with the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
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Fig. 1 Schematic of the LIMO.
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Fig. 2 The theoretical and measured phase noise of the LIMO as a function
of the delay in the delay line.
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Fig. 3. The phase noise of the LIMO at different frequencies.
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Fig. 4 The experimental setup used to demonstrate 100 MHz and 4.95 GHz clock.
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Fig. 5 The oscilloscope display of the experimental results in the tme domain.
(a) shows the input data, while (b) and (c) show the recovered clock. In (c) the
time span was reduced 10 times to show the recovered clock in more detail. In
all three figures, the upper trace is the first bit of the input data used to trigger
the oscilloscope.
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Figs. 6(a) and 6(b) show the frequency spectrum of the data before and after clock recovery.
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Questions and Answers
DAVID ALLAN (ALLAN'S TIME): What kind of powers have you been able to appreciate
at this point? I know you have to have the amplifier in a loop.
GEORGE LUTES (CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY): You mean the
total DC input powers?
DAVID ALLAN (ALLAN'S TIME): Yes.
GEORGE LUTES (CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY): Well, the way
we're running, it's fairly high. However, lasers, sonic electro-lasers, have been becoming very
efficient. Lasers better than 50 percent efficiency and are becoming available. So it's hard to
tell exactly how low we can get the power. But, I suspect that in the future, if we find some
good applications for this device, that we'll be able to put it on a single chip, an optical chip
- except for the fiber, the delay line, of course. I think that power can be gotten down to
certainly less than a watt.
Then there's another aspect to this oscillator, too, that might be interesting to some people.
We believe that it will not be nearly as susceptible to vibration as other types of oscillators
that use tuning devices, such as crystals and saw-delay lines and things like that which are very
suseept_le to microphonics. T_.is one should be much less susceptible to that.
DAVID ALLAN (ALLAN'S TIME): Is the temperature delay of the delay line, the tem-
perature fix on the delay line any problem at all?
GEORGE LUTES (CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY): Well, it is. If
you want really high stability, we have done some calculations using a low thermal coefficient
of delay fiber for the delay line. And it has a very broad curve that goes through a zero
coefficient of delay at a certain temperature. So, we have looked at how good we think we
could do if we control the temperature of the delay line to that temperature within reasonable
limits.
The numbers we get are pretty amazing, but we've been in this business long enough to know
that it's easier said than done! So, I'm not going to say anything about what those numbers
turned out to be, but certainly better than crystal oscillators.
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